VIGIL CLOUD

VIGIL CLOUD
ENHANCEMENTS

3xLOGIC’s VIGIL CLOUD solution has been enhanced to include additional features and functionality, which
provide huge benefits to both dealers and end users. Improved dealer functionality means more opportunities for
dealers to generate increased ROI and RMR, installation is now quicker and easier, and the remote management
is more efficient than ever. The user now has more control, they have the choice to select 5MP @resolution and
up to 365 days retention option per camera. The Case Management feature is now available on the easy-to-use
mobile app allowing the flexibility for the user to be in control anywhere and anytime.

5MP Resolution Support
When onboarding a camera, dealers can now offer
their customers 5MP resolution support to its
retention options, this is in addition to the 2MP
support already available. Other benefits of the 5MP
resolution support include:
»

Customer can change between 2MP and 5MP
resolution when required

»

VIGIL CLOUD cameras provide full MP support
with the purchase of the camera

»

Enhanced VIGIL CLOUD NVR Plugin Capability Users can stream to VIGIL CLOUD for retention
while at the same time maintaining visibility on
the NVR with no configuration changes

»

5MP support customers will now have 25GB of
case management storage available per camera
(2MP support provides 10GB storage per camera)
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VIGIL CLOUD
180/365 Day Retention
Options
Additional retention options for 2MP and 5MP resolutions are
now available for VIGIL CLOUD. Dealers will now have optional
180 or 365 day retention options per camera.
As always, dealers can mix/match retention options based on
the critical needs of the customers.
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Case Management on Mobile App
VIGIL CLOUD’s best in class video collaboration functionality Case Management feature has been extended from its web
application to our easy-to-use mobile app.
Customers can utilize case management features including:
»

Build cases in the cloud with video clips and screenshots
from one or more cameras

»

Share cases with team members for review, comment,
and resolution

»

Easily download clips and still shots

»

Find cases by resolution status, location or incident type

Dealer Functionality on Mobile App
VIGIL CLOUD is re-defining the way dealers onboard
customers and cameras with the introduction of dealer
functionality in our VIGIL CLOUD web app, this provides
some great benefits:
»

Increased ROI and RMR (Recurring Monthly Revenue)

»

Easily onboard cameras by using QR scans, greatly
improving installation time and setup

»

Remote Maintenance

»

Manage all customers and locations easily using our
intuitive CLOUD workflow

»

Identify customers and cameras that need attention

Order Today!

For more information on this solution, to arrange a demo or
to place an order, email us at sales@3xlogic.com
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